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ON GENERAL RULES AND INDIVIDUAL CASES IN 

MISHNAIC NOUN FORMATION 

Moshe Bar-Asher 

 

This article proposes further discussion of noun formation in the Mishna. The present study addresses both 

one general issue and the matter of a few individual nouns that each appear only once in the entire Mishna. 

In presenting the former I seek to show that certain noun patterns must be studied together because of their 

commonalities; as to the latter, I aim to demonstrate that rare nouns were sometimes corrupted in 

transmission and that only examination of the best manuscripts reveals their true form, adding important 

data to the vocabulary and grammar of Mishnaic Hebrew. 

 To illustrate the issue of similar noun patterns I focus on a group of four homographic patterns 

sharing the final vowel [i]: (a) paʿil, pointed with a qamats that is reduced when not adjacent to the stressed 

syllable, e.g. šafir, šefirim; (b) peʿil, e.g. gelid; (c) paʿʿil with doubled second consonant, e.g. kaššil; (d) paʿil 

pointed with a qamats that is maintained even when far from the stress, e.g. yatik, yatikim. The similarity of 

these patterns resulted in the migration of a few nouns from one pattern to another within the group or in 

alternant readings of a single noun across traditions. For example, in Ms. Kaufmann the noun harits belongs 

to pattern (a), as shown by the plural form haritsim with reduced vowel, whereas in Ms. Parma B it belongs 

to pattern (c), as indicated by the plural form haritsim with unreduced qamats. Similarly, in Ms. K we find 

galid, in pattern (a), while Ms. PB reads gelid, in pattern (b). 

 Among the Mishnaic hapax legomena considered in the second part of the article is the noun spelled 

ʿbdh, meaning ‘processing of skins’, found in Ms. K and other textual witnesses (Mishna Hullin 9:2). The 

vocalizer of Ms. K points it ʿabada, in the noun pattern peʿala – one of the verbal-noun patterns for Qal 

verbs. Indeed, the verb denoting the processing of skins usually occurs in the Qal conjugation in the Mishna, 

as in ‘lo leʿorot še’enan ʿabudin’ (Bekorot 4:7). The discovery of the form ʿabada, attested only in this one 

ms., constituted an important addition to the vocabulary of Rabbinic Hebrew and contributed one more 

example of a verbal noun in the peʿala pattern. Over time this noun was forgotten and replaced by the 

ordinary and widespread noun ʿaboda. 


